
Five men have recently made purchases from a renowned rugs store, speci�cally Persian rugs. Your objective is to determine

the type of rug that each man bought.

Color: blue, green, orange, red, white

Name: Edward, George, Larry, Michael, Steven

Type: octagon, oval, rectangular, semi-circle, square

Symbols: crosses, diamonds, lotuses, Sun, trees

Price: $600, $800, $1,000, $1,600, $1,800

The person who paid $1,800 for their rug is in the fourth

position.

The individual who bought a rug with Diamonds is

placed in the second position.

The man who bought the Square type rug has chosen

the rug with a Sun symbol.

The customer who bought a Green-colored rug is

positioned somewhere to the right of the White-colored

rug's buyer.

The man who has a White-colored rug also has a rug of

a Rectangular type.

The customer who acquired a rug with Crosses is next

to Steven.

The man who purchased a rug for $800 is placed in the

middle.

Larry is next to the person with the Sun symbol on

their rug.

George is next to the buyer of the Octagon-shaped rug.

The man who bought an Oval rug is positioned at one

end.

The Blue rug's buyer is sandwiched between the man

who bought a rug with Crosses and the $800 rug's

purchaser, in that order.

Edward is placed right after the customer who bought

an Octagon-shaped rug.

The Diamonds symbol rug's purchaser also paid $1,000

for his rug.

The customer with an Orange-colored rug occupies the

very �rst position.

Michael is at one of the ends.

The Green rug's purchaser is somewhere to the left of

the Square rug's customer.

The White rug's buyer is somewhere to the left of the

customer who paid $600.

The man with the Lotus symbol on his rug is

somewhere in between the buyer of the Octagon-

shaped rug and Trees symbol rug's owner, in that order.
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Five men have recently made purchases from a renowned rugs store, speci�cally Persian rugs. Your objective is to determine

the type of rug that each man bought.

Color: blue, green, orange, red, white

Name: Edward, George, Larry, Michael, Steven

Type: octagon, oval, rectangular, semi-circle, square

Symbols: crosses, diamonds, lotuses, Sun, trees

Price: $600, $800, $1,000, $1,600, $1,800

The person who paid $1,800 for their rug is in the fourth

position.

The individual who bought a rug with Diamonds is

placed in the second position.

The man who bought the Square type rug has chosen

the rug with a Sun symbol.

The customer who bought a Green-colored rug is

positioned somewhere to the right of the White-colored

rug's buyer.

The man who has a White-colored rug also has a rug of

a Rectangular type.

The customer who acquired a rug with Crosses is next

to Steven.

The man who purchased a rug for $800 is placed in the

middle.

Larry is next to the person with the Sun symbol on

their rug.

George is next to the buyer of the Octagon-shaped rug.

The man who bought an Oval rug is positioned at one

end.

The Blue rug's buyer is sandwiched between the man

who bought a rug with Crosses and the $800 rug's

purchaser, in that order.

Edward is placed right after the customer who bought

an Octagon-shaped rug.

The Diamonds symbol rug's purchaser also paid $1,000

for his rug.

The customer with an Orange-colored rug occupies the

very �rst position.

Michael is at one of the ends.

The Green rug's purchaser is somewhere to the left of

the Square rug's customer.

The White rug's buyer is somewhere to the left of the

customer who paid $600.

The man with the Lotus symbol on his rug is

somewhere in between the buyer of the Octagon-

shaped rug and Trees symbol rug's owner, in that order.
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Customer #1 Customer #2 Customer #3 Customer #4 Customer #5

Color orange bl�� whi�� gr��n ��d

Name George S��ven Edward Larry Mich��l

Type ov�� octagon ��ctang��ar ��mi-circ�� squa��

Symbols cros��s diamonds lotu��s tr��s Sun

Price $1,600 $1,000 $800 $1,800 $600
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